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learn more at  
alexanderstreet.com/indiworldcinema



Milestone partners with archives 
around the world to restore and 
remaster important and overlooked 
films, winning numerous industry 
awards in the process. Perhaps 
America’s leading independent curator 
of vital film restorations, Milestone 
features eighteen films on the National 
Film Registry – a rare combination of 
canonical films with overlooked gems 
worthy of rediscovery.

The Zeitgeist Films catalog provides 
groundbreaking documentaries and 
international fictional features, including 
those from notable directors such as 
Derek Jarman, Atom Egoyan, Guy 
Maddin, Todd Haynes, and Agnes Varda.

Oscilloscope Films, founded by former 
Beastie Boys member Adam Yauch, 
is one of the most exciting, eclectic 
labels in independent film. They focus 
on distributing offbeat films, as well as 
festival favorites and award winners,  
picking up titles on underground 
cultural subjects, documentaries by 
established directors and strong new 
international features.

A highly regarded member of the 
independent film distributors, Film 
Movement offers a diverse mix 
from around the globe, including 
award winners from top festivals and 
legendary art house titles.

 

Pragda Films is the leading source of 
contemporary independent films from 
Latin America and Spain for a North 
American audience, delivering new 
works from more than 15 countries.

Artmattan is a top distributor of 
contemporary films from Africa  
and the diaspora, including top films  
from the Caribbean, South America 
and Europe.

Something Ventured (Zeitgeist, 2011) 
Directed and produced by Emmy-
award winners Dan Geller and Dayna 
Goldfine, this film premiered at SXSW 
and covers the creation of an industry 
that went on to become the single 
greatest engine of innovation and 
economic growth in the 20th century.

Written, produced and directed by 
Yvonne Rainer MURDER and murder 
(Zeitgeist, 1996) is an unflinching 
meditation on female aging, lesbian 
sexuality and breast cancer in a culture 
that glorifies youth and heterosexual 
romance. 

Stand Down Soldier (Artmattan, 2015) 
explores some of the issues many 
returning soldiers confront in their civil 
life including mental health issues, 
loneliness, and drug addiction.

Independent World Cinema:  
Classic and Contemporary Film 

This collection includes more than a hundred of the most important films produced from the 
early twentieth century to today.  Many of the titles are exclusive to Alexander Street. More 
than just a cinema studies collection, these films support subjects like history, psychology, 

gender studies, anthropology, theatre, African-American studies and more. 
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Academy Award nominee for Best 
Foreign Film, La Yuma (Pragda, 2011) 
tells the story of a young woman who 
dreams of transcending her bleak life in 
the slums of Managua by becoming a 
boxer. 

An Academy Award® and Golden  
Globe nominee for Best Documentary, 
People of the Wind (Milestone, 1976) 
uses widescreen photography and a 
brilliant soundtrack to take the viewer 
onto the dangerous precipices of the 
Zardeh Kuh mountain and into the icy 
waters of the Cholbar river.

I Will Be Murdered (Pragda, 2013)  
is a gripping documentary that  
portrays the astonishing, real-life  
story of a lawyer who launched a 
personal crusade in search of justice, 
and brought his country to the brink  
of chaos.
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